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Virtual Consult - $30 
Are you lost with your wardrobe or your home and you need to talk about it so you can at least get in the 
right direction? Or maybe you’re just on a budget, but you want professional styling guidance? Let’s jump 
on a video call! For 30 minutes, you’ll be able to pick our brain so you CAN get in the right direction 
 
Closet Analysis & Cleanout 
-Educational style session covering the following; 
-Receive suggestions on what to keep and what to donate to help declutter your closet 
-Learn how to pair outfits from within your existing closet, including accessories and shoes 
-Receive recommendations on what to focus on moving forward (i.e. necklines, colors, styles, etc.) 
-Get a personalized recap to bring with you to future shopping trips 
 

2.5 hours - $196  
This is a great package for clients that are new to working with a personal stylist and just want to 
get their feet wet, they have a small closet, or they are a client that has a larger closet that will 
(and wants) to finish the job upon styling experience completion 

 
4 hours - $330 
This package is great for clients that have a medium sized closet that may want/will finish the job 
upon styling experience completion. This is also a great package for people who have a large 
closet and want to get a professional head start, but will want to finish the project themselves 
upon completion 

 
1 Year Subscription - $722  
This is our most popular package! It is perfect for those clients that want a quarterly (and discounted) 
Closet Analysis & Cleanout so they are prepared for the upcoming season whether it is to create new 
outfits within their closet or to receive recommendations on what they need to shop for so they have those 
essential, versatile must-haves. It is also great for people who want an ongoing personal stylist 
relationship (which we always suggest so it becomes easier and easier for them to style themselves while 
we aren’t there), this is the package! This package is also great for those people that feel like they will fall 
back into their ways or are going through a life-changing revamp. Scheduling is flexible and payment 
options are available  
**Customizable subscriptions are available - you can mix-n-match personal shopping hours with  
Closet Analysis’, etc.  
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Wardrobe Enhancement - $532 
-2.5 hour educational Closet Analysis 
-Up to 4 hours of personal shopping providing up to 5 versatile outfits 
-1.5 hour final consultation to go over your new looks, how to pair them together and how they can be 
paired with your existing clothes  
 
This package is great for those clients that are preparing to interview and need a few new clothes or they 
are starting a new career/position that carries a new look and wants a head start on their professional 
wardrobe. This is also great for clients going through a lifestyle change such as becoming a parent or 
empty nester, retirement or even a relationship change! For clients that even want a whole new wardrobe, 
but want to finish the shopping themselves after getting a professional head start, this is a great package 
for them too!  
 
Closet Overhaul - $814 
-2.5 hour educational Closet Analysis 
-Up to 8 hours of personal shopping providing a numerous amount of versatile outfits 
-2 hour final consultation to go over your new looks, how to pair them together and how they can be 
paired with your existing clothes 
 
An overhaul is great for those clients that are busy professionals, families or individuals that want a whole 
new wardrobe, but just don’t have the time to shop or even know where to start!  
 
Ongoing / One-Off Personal Shopping or Styling - $55 per hour  
Our ongoing personal shopping and styling is a “reach out to us and we’ll get it for you” or "we'll be right 
over to help" type of service. This includes clothing, accessories, a special event outfit, portrait shoot, 
seasonal items such as sweaters or tanks, or even home and event decor items! If you need gifts for your 
friends or family, we can do that too! This is definitely a package for a client who has participated in our 
Closet Analysis experience, have had an initial consult with or someone that needs an outfit or 2 from 
within their closet. 
**Additional $25 styling and/or travel fee(s) may apply 
**Additional Closet Analysis may need to be conducted depending on when the last Analysis was 
completed if we're personal shopping 

 
 

To book:  
50% deposit must be given + signing of a contract (if applicable) in order to officially book your 

appointment  
 

**Additional travel fees may apply if outside of the Twin Cities, returns, etc.  
**We are able to haul donations for you for an additional fee. Limitations on number of bags and size 

**Virtual experiences are available 
**Payment plans are available depending on the timeframe for expected completion 

**Custom built subscription packages are also available 


